
Meeting: Thursday 7th March 2024, 6:00PM

Meeting Venue: Office

Meeting Opened: 6:06PM

Meeting Closed: 7:01pm

Present: Matthew Box, Charlie Crawford, Phoebe Denham, Jasmin Small,
George Hogg, Arabella Ritchie, Raida Chowdhury, Claudia Hunt

Minutes: Charlie Crawford

Apologies:

No. Item Action Items

1 Acknowlede-
ment of
Country

Delivered by Raida

2 Previous
action
items

Give Matthew names of people relevant to
your portfolio for the panel event

Website: Matthew look into how to update
mag stand

Jas talk to Ilija, Matthew reach out to other
printers

Print Team meeting to discuss details

Phoebe to work with Promosxchange for
team apparel

Give Matthew names
of people relevant to
your portfolio for the
panel event

Print Team meeting
to discuss details

Standing Items



3 Minutes
Approvals

29/2 Minutes

Motion: “To accept the minutes of the
board meeting of 29/2”

For: 8
Against: 0
Abstain: 0
Status: Pass

4 Approvals Proof coming

5 Finance
Update

Business Transaction Account:
$4,382.01
Business Online Saver: $104,799.20
Term Deposit 1: $60,000.00
Term Deposit 2: $61,890.37

Phoebe is now on the bank account

6 Manageme
nt Update

Social media: Bri has resigned :( Sania
and Alina - please give lots of info of what
you want the post to look like

Photography: Maddy getting started on a
project, Ben to respond on IAC calendar.

Events: One person declined an offer :(

Website: Mag stand updated, Author
thing resolved, do not have guest authors.
Style Guide now on website.

Charlie look into
deleting old Style
Guide (2017)

7 Portfolio
Updates

Content: Open submissions for Error404
on Friday, all sub-eds have already sent
prompts in, with some really cool ideas.
Spoke to them this week about keeping to
deadlines, but will reiterate when we start
getting submissions for E4.

Re: Jaden’s piece, spoke to him
personally and he doesn’t mind what we
do in the glossary — back and forward

TATA - Claudia
B2T - Charlie/Socials

Jas to organise
corflute signs



has been a bit annoying for him, so will
also raise that in a meeting closer to
submission time: the importance of getting
edits back to contributors with enough
time for them to actually make said edits,
and also talking to me about issues ASAP.
(Personally I don’t think his piece needs
the glossary.) no glossary <3

Some online sub-eds have been late, but
they’ve just submitted a bunch of stuff
now so should have quite a few more
pieces for online soon. Also have a few
external online submissions that might be
promising. Can I get reimbursement for
vegan food review?

List of places/options - estimated total
cost.

Aiming to put TATA faves online this
weekend.

B2T Go Online - Charlie

Art: proof is going, was meant to be done
today but i have doubts (max tmrw
afternoon.) Will start radio show cover
work once it's finished. Have emailed Ilija
who knows when we will hear back about
that. The website is fixed yippee. Also I’ve
changed the stand signs according to the
stipulations, did we want to get those
printed soonish?

News: News is getting used to writing and
publishing weekly--it's more coordination
on my end. The team is doing great.
However, because most of them work
during the day it's a bit difficult for them to
get involved in multimedia news--TV and
Radio.

Coverage planned: We move on from the
anti-racism task force next week and will
endeavour to finish coverage on the



Disability Action Plan reinvigoration
taskforce.

There has been a growing trend of
Universities implementing reconciliation
plans; ANU recently released it's draft
plan. We will organise interviews with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff.

Doing lots of articles on cost of living
since it recently came out that ANU has
the lowest rates of low-sec attendance
(who would've thought).

It also recently came out that the ANU has
a gender pay gap (shocking)--Ruby is
working on it.

Seniors want to interview Genevive Bell;
unsure how this will go given we also
want Bell for TV videos.

Cartoons: I want to make cartoons more
frequent; but need Jas’s approval on this.

Please like my schmid posting posts--it's
really important for team morale.

Also thank you to Matthew for handling
Roxanne on the SOAD article.

Radio: we’re still struggle-busing. EPs
have had their first meetings and we’ve
got some ideas

- Features is not putting out their
SOAD episode bc they’re just
talking mad shit and it has aged
badly

- They’re gonna do a deep dive into
A&I and EAPs (and why they’ve
become so hard to get)

- Creative are in contact with NUTS
and will get and email out to them
this week



TV: How many letters in Woroni TV?

- Market Day video: doing well
- hardly any views on the

youtube -> shows that in the
past some people have
actually come from
Facebook to Youtube

- Absolutely zero backlash
about the Observer thing,
which is good but also bad
bc it means none of them
watched it lol

- Had a great mtg this week, it’s like
a switch has flicked my EPs are so
self sufficient I feel like I don’t even
need to be there

- Creative team: planning video
- News team: Vox pops on Tuesday
- Chats about the TV style, thinking

about putting together a TV style
guide kinda ??

- I am in the process of
developing title cards,
transition graphics, supers
etc in After Effects to be
templates so that sub
editors can easily access
and apply them in their
content.

Meeting Items

8 Team
Merch

https://forms.gle/PMyhzixzn12HmUsUA

Discussion about the uniqueness/vibe of
the Jumper - ways to make it more
interesting

- Different colours of crewneck
- Names of teams?
- Extra designs
- Iron on patches to customise?
- Wombat
- Since 1950 as opposed to 2024

Phoebe to reach out
regarding getting
some more colour
options



Vote for including/excluding 2024 on the
front

Including: 4

Excluding: 4

Matthew tiebreaks, 2024 included.

Sand/Black

9 Office Tidy
(yay)

Poll on days that work best for people to
come in and clean

Matthew reaching out to departments with
a space to see if they want the TV

10 Media Law
training

Same one as organised last semester -
get a feel for dates/capacity

Last time we had 2x 20 ppl.

ASAP?

Get idea of numbers before we book day

Charlie to give
names of people to
count :)

11 Mag
Binding

2021, 2022, 2023
How to include extra projects (Zine,
Broadsheet) - probs not necessary

$85 per year


